This presentation reviews the ways scholars have reconstructed the life of one king of Mari, Zimri-Lim, who lived in the middle-Euphrates region in the early eighteenth century B.C.E. THE "KING" ABOUT WHOM I SPEAK lived almost four thousand years ago, and he was not particularly distinguished. He generated no new paradigms for dominion, imposed no dynastic principles, built no enduring monuments, instigated no new social movements of which we are aware, and, thank God, launched no new religions. No poet sang his praise posthumously, and no legend was built around his deeds.' Yet, I would not call him insignificant, if only because in his lifetime many thought he could be their passport to happiness. I want to tell you something about him; but I also want to use him to comment on the drive we share as custodians of the past to bridge gaps and complete stories. Such conjunctions of words and practices were, of course, as false as they were benign, with only the same approximate sound or landscape in common; yet through them, I sought reciprocally to quicken the life of two lifeless cultures, one Mesopotamian and remote, the other Judaeo-arabic and surviving now only between the covers of Claudia Roden's highly recommended recent book (1996) on Sephardi food. But Western scholarship, alas, distances researchers from their subjects, and the illusion could not long endure. Still, as the world I was studying became more remote, Zimri-Lim was there to ease the parting.
queen came from my own birthplace, Aleppo [Halab] , he seemed so much like folks with whom I grew up that I could not imagine him keeping any secrets from me.
In those days, I felt certain that my upbringing in Aleppo and Beirut gave me a special entry into the past. Lexical affinities fed this allusion. Had I not prepared for life as a tupsarrum, Akkadian for scribe, when as a child in Beirut I wrote on the board with a tabshur, a piece of chalk? Was I not instructed in 'adab, "culture," just as ancient scribes apprenticed in their edubba-schools?
There were other, seemingly more compelling, epiphanies, such as when reading about legal procedures from Mesopotamia brought to my mind the saga of a distant aunt sent out naked from the divorce chamber.2 Or when, upon learning that Old Babylonian grooms presented their brides handsome gifts heaped on platters, I recalled the sweni ("trays"), similarly lavish celebrations (Greengus 1966: 59-61).
Such conjunctions of words and practices were, of course, as false as they were benign, with only the same approximate sound or landscape in common; yet through them, I sought reciprocally to quicken the life of two lifeless cultures, one Mesopotamian and remote, the other Judaeo-arabic and surviving now only between the covers of Claudia Roden's highly recommended recent book (1996) on Sephardi food. But Western scholarship, alas, distances researchers from their subjects, and the illusion could not long endure. Still, as the world I was studying became more remote, Zimri-Lim was there to ease the parting.
The French were governing Syria when, in the late 1920s, they began to excavate Tell Hariri, initiating the resurrection of a town whose death was rehearsed in the records of Hammurabi of Babylon. Within a decade, the broad outline of Mari's history had been sketched. Zimri-Lim's story fared pretty well during this phase. Of course, no one was actually producing a full-blown biography then; but because the documentation was largely the private archives of a city's ruler, most Mari contributions included imaginative consolidations of fragments of biographies, of Zimri-Lim and of the leaders coming into contact with him. Still, the testimony of published economic documents did sharpen the crucial issue of Zimri-Lim's chronology.
From a number of non-Mari sources, early on it was obvious that Zimri-Lim's reign must be sandwiched between the death of Samsi-Addu and Hammurabi's capture of Mari, an interval of fifteen to twenty years. In 1950, however, Dossin published thirty-two formulas that Zimri-Lim's scribes used for dating administrative texts. How to reconcile the discrepancy between a reign of twenty years, at most, and thirty-two formulas became a hot topic of debate. Because philologists, then as now, are more likely to question the competence of living colleagues than the motivation of dead scribes, hunkering down and letting Zimri-Lim rule thirty-two years was a valid option for many. William Albright, for example, did so, blaming the inconsistency on the Middle Chronology (Albright 1968: 232-33). In an article that still stuns by its confidant manipulation of historical fragments, Sidney Smith had Zimri-Lim ruling in the Aleppo region before bringing his archives with him to Mari (Smith 1957: 160) .6 For Hildegard Lewy, Zimri-Lim kept his throne as Hammurabi's vessal for two decades until Mari was destroyed by the Kassites.7
Zimri-Lim survived well these doubts about the extent of his career. For one thing, without a chronological sequence for the available date formulas, no meaningful narrative could be constructed, however many years Zimri-Lim ruled and no matter how chatty were palace records on the movement of people and property in and out of Mari. This lack of chronology also compromised establishing a context for the letters, even when they wealth. More so than any other contribution, this volume kept Mari research within reach of a broad range of scholars.
6 Even more striking for its integrated vision of the past is Smith's study of 1940, where he had premonitions about these developments (1940: 32-34 Despite all the shortcomings, from these letters we were able to penetrate Zimri-Lim's personality. From witty or proverbial statements attributed to him we could decide that his sense of humor was more subtle than crude. We learned also that he was not without vanity, for he pestered his valets for specific cuts of garments and reacted with fury when feeling ignored. He was not without curiosity, for we have records of extensive visits beyond his kingdom. He had a large appetite for details of government, constantly soliciting answers to unsatisfied questions. But he also suffered well the internal bickering and scandalmongering of bureaucrats vying for his attention. It is obvious, too, that Zimri-Lim was a pious, god-fearing man, prompting his staff to proceed with religious ceremonies and requesting to be kept abreast of the latest messages from the gods. Yet, he was not beyond whining, especially when asked for objects he did not wish to give up. He also seems to have had self-doubts. Psycho-historians will no doubt delight in reading a more recently edited letter Zimri-Lim wrote to his shrink (in this case, a respected diviner). In it, the king reported a dream he had had, in which the wife of his youth, Dam-burasi, was kidnapped by Sutu-nomads.8 8 ARM 26 225 (the name of the writer is lost):
I have listened to the letter my lord sent me. My lord had written me: "The dream I had is worrisome. I fear that But nothing has given us a more personal access to Zimri-Lim, or perhaps any ancient monarch, than Dossin's 1967 publication of letters exchanged with or among the women of his palace (Dossin 1967 ; see Dossin and Finet 1978) . My own entry into Zimri-Lim's family began about this time, when developing a prosopography for elite women. It became clear that Zimri-Lim had no acknowledged brothers and no sons who, it seems, lived into adulthood; so his family consisted of a large number of aunts, sisters, wives, daughters, and concubines, and he was constantly bombarded by their letters. Some of these letters were couched in an exceptionally intimate tone or dealt with remarkably personal matters, such as how to announce to a king that his infant daughter is dying (ARM 26 222). But many more letters either pressed advice on him or forced him into emotionally wrenching decisions. How Siptu evolved from being the latest of the king's brides to a trusted counsellor and an intermediary between him and the gods is just one story emerging from this correspondence (for now, see Sasson 1994) . Several more could be told about the marriages of daughters to allies and vassals (Lafont 1987) . None is more bathetic than the drama of two sisters wedded to one vassal, Ijaya-Sumu of Ilansura. Unfolding over half a dozen years, this story ended with the triumph of one sister, the mental deterioration of the other, the souring of relations with a trusted ally-but, we hope, also in a wiser father and king (Durand 1984a: 162-72 ). Yet, even as brushstrokes were filling in this portrait of an able, albeit harried, ruler and a family man, forces were at work to compromise, indeed to reverse, its completion. Birot's exercise had immediate consequences on the neat life we had worked out for Zimri-Lim. Something like an implosion overtook it, and the reign that had unfolded over a relatively broad span, was now contracting to less than half its former length. Within a decade, Zimri-Lim was also to acquire new origins which, as we shall see, also meant that he was to forfeit control of his own destiny. Here is what happened.
The recovery of a sequence for the year-date formulas of Zimri-Lim allowed us to place hundreds of dated documents in a orderly march, from practically one end of Zimri-Lim's reign to the other, in effect affording us a glimpse of palace operation for over four thousand days.9 Administrative activities and events could now be set in sequence, each having its own background and aftermath. When augmented by details drawn from relevant, normally undated, letters, the combination of information can prove very instructive when constructing events. Zimri-Lim's marriage to Siptu of Aleppo is a good illustration of the new opportunity. lineage. And when they located it, they used their finding not merely to amend the biography of Zimri-Lim or to draft around it a new page of the Old Babylonian period, but also to generate a new paradigm for Old Babylonian History. Given the flood of new information from the Mari archives, it was tempting to do so, for the vastly increased textual corpus published under Durand's authority has deepened our acquaintance with previously known Mari personalities, allowing us a better grasp of their careers and responsibilities as they reported on passing caravans, burst ditches, marauding lions, pesky bandits, savage plagues, nasty weather, beastly locusts, demeaning slanders, and worthy accomplishments. The documents have also fleshed out episodes in Zimri-Lim's reign that had heretofore been barely known, such as the redemption of captive tribesmen, the taking of the census, the royal state visits to and from Mari, and so forth.
But what the last decade of publication has illumined most brightly is the world of statecraft and diplomats. Zimri-Lim posted his men in the capitals of vassals, to act as ambassadors, as spies, and, when they headed military garrisons, also as unsubtle enforcers of Mari's political objectives. Moving often in teams to major power centers, these diplomats had seemingly instant access to scribes, and when they wrote, they did so individually, massively, and often. Even when drafted under short notice, their letters ought not to remind us of the comparatively anemic sort from contemporaneous Mesopotamia often found in the Altbabylonische Briefe series still coming out from Brill of Leiden. The Mari examples can contain dozens of long lines and, in rhetoric, can match the best of biblical prose, full of vivid phrasing, lively pacing, and a terrific sense of structure. Diplomats could be incredibly gabby and anecdotal, even titillating, as when they dispensed juicy gossip about the wives of their hosts. And, as a diplomatic mission often included more than one person, each of whom could report separately to the king, we can have a wonderful time collating different statements about the same phenomenon from which to reconstruct events as well as to recover insights into Mari personalities. Yet, richly detailed though they may be, these texts cannot be left to speak for themselves, for they report hearsay, rumors, and misunderstandings as often as solid information. A great challenge, therefore, has been for us to learn how to use them, especially in what they have to say about the world in which Zimri-Lim operated (Sasson, forthcoming).
The most striking consequence of this cornucopia of new material is the shifting of focus from internal Mari affairs to those unfolding in diverse principalities of the Balib and Upper IJabur areas and in the capitals of regional kingdoms. In Zimri-Lim's day, the area was a veritable Serengeti Plain, where predators were most deadly when operating in packs and their prey most vulnerable when striking out on their own. Imagine it, if you like, as a world full of Saddam Husseins and his charming kinfolk. While "house," that is, "dynasty," was a metaphor commonly invoked among them, except for such powers as Babylon and Ilansura, violent change of leader was the rule at most centers, and it is increasingly evident that Old Babylonian Mari was just another illustration of this condition. Kingdoms such as Kurda, Andarig, Aslakka, Asnakkum, and Karana behaved like amoebae, changing shape and size at will. Kings were perpetually locked in a lethal version of musical chairs, such that to label some of them "usurpers" and others "legitimate heirs" is to be superfluously fussy about pedigree. Thus, Kurda had four kings in ten years; the same for SubatEnlil, alias Sebna. Talbayum was more stable, with only three kings in the same period; but Asnakkum had five rulers in less than five years.
These shifts in leadership seem excessive-even when measured by Italian standards! In these contexts, an oftcited statement made by a Mari official proves ironic. On the basis of suggestive but indirect evidence, Charpin and Durand propose that Zimri-Lim belonged, through his father, to a confederation of Amorite tribes, the Bensim'al, roaming on either side of the Euphrates, but especially within the Jabur triangle. Through his mother, however, Zimri-Lim was also a Benjamin, the scion of a second Amorite tribal confederation spread across the heart of the middle Euphrates. Zimri-Lim is said to have likely lived his youth in the Karkemish area, a Benjamin stronghold, but where the Bensim'al had made some inroads (Durand 1990a: 48 n. 48; Durand, forthcoming).
This split in ancestry proved critical, and its impact is sharpened by the location of Mari, the city he had conquered. In his early days on the throne, Zimri-Lim was busy trying to put a stop to the internecine hostility of these two Amorite branches, and he succeeded by forcing the unruly Benjamin tribes to come to terms with him. However, Zimri-Lim's capital, Mari, also sat at the junction of two major cultures. One of them was West Semitic and Amorite, centering on Aleppo and Babylon. These kingdoms had grasped power relatively recently, but they were relatively pacific in disposition. The other culture deemed itself heir to the great East Semitic and Akkadian dynasty of Sargon, and it was championed by such bellicose states as Esnunna.12 Zimri-Lim had experienced Esnunna's militancy first hand during the early years, especially when it gave aid and comfort to the Benjamin tribes. But in the second phase of his rule, although he was torn between his allegiance to the two polar cultures that had merged in Mari, Zimri-Lim eventually concluded a peace with Esnunna. It turned out to be a "cold" peace. with the drama that unfolded over a millennium later, when another threat from Persia likewise quickened ethnic solidarity-this time, across the Hellespont.14 I have assembled this sketch from a mushrooming bibliography of densely packed studies in which the events described are supported by publication of documents, partially or in full. Yet, it cannot be said that the vision informing this construct is deeply embedded in the documentation; rather, for rationale, it appeals to geopolitics and to power vacuums, and for motivation, it depends on ethnic solidarity and control of trade routes. These elements undoubtedly do play a role in shaping history; but I keep in mind that it is not easy to infer them from so restricted a palace archive, where letters were drafted largely to reach a specific point of view, where "trade" was but a euphemism for rulers recycling gifts among themselves, and where exchange of valuables among the elite was regulated less by market forces than by custom, honor, and fear of scandal.'5 So while I find it stimulating that the records of one city-state are used to recover historical movements that span centuries, I think that these documents carry still more conviction when they help us detail the actions, reactions, and inactions of the ruling elite during a comparatively restricted span of time. And when these archives are as rich as those in Mari, there is in them such a density of action and actors that we can approximate the "thick description" of a culture that several historians have achieved recently in the study of medieval Europe.
Thus far, I have focused on Zimri-Lim and on some of the ways he has been perceived since the day he was resurrected. But because this presentation is also about a noble urge to bracket stories by giving them not just beginnings but also ends, please indulge me a bit longer as I pursue the last phase of the Zimri-Lim story.
We have seen that, until recently, the accepted image of Zimri-Lim was that of an honorable king, wronged by his ally, the ambitious Hammurabi. This conception was bolstered by letters in which Zimri-Lim asked his diviners to ascertain Hammurabi's intentions and in which Babylonian treachery was prophesied. Archaeology has shown that the destruction of Mari was unusually deliberate. The palace was emptied and set on fire. After it was burnt, whatever remained standing was methodically torn down, so that no one could think of living there, even as a squatter (Margueron 1990 In the final months, everything seemed normal, with the king's table being particularly rich during month vi (igi.kur). Foreign kings were coming to pay homage, vassals were sending gifts, sheikhs were delivering sheep, magnates were conveying wine, administrators were transferring grain, and artisans were withdrawing precious metal to complete their assignment. The last dated text is from 4.xii; but there is also a later document, dated to 21.xii, from a parallel year. I cannot even confirm that the king was away from the palace when death, in my opinion probably natural, arrived. So I speculate on what could have happened.
Zimri-Lim left a young son, perhaps two, neither of whom was ready for rule and, as was done in similar circumstances, Hammurabi was called on either to protect the city or to impose a new ruler on it. We do not know why he chose to do neither. Perhaps another game of geo-politics was being played; perhaps Mari was too distant to keep under firm control; perhaps (and this must be admitted), Hammurabi had always wanted to neutralize a powerful kingdom to his north and the opportunity was now there to do it bloodlessly. But he certainly did come. The first half of the Babylonian's thirty-third yeardate formula says plainly enough that Hammurabi "overthrew the armies of Mari and Malgium in battle" (after Stol 1976: 38). Yet, we know that Babylonian scribes were in Mari already a few months earlier (ThureauDangin 1939). While there, these scribes took inventory of the archives, sorting and, within a few days, packing into containers an enormous number of tablets belonging to Zimri-Lim and to his predecessor. I am not the first to doubt that they could have carried out this laborious task without help of resident scribes (Finet 1986: 153) .
That thirty-third year-date formula of Hammurabi, however, has more to say. It continues by relating how "Mari and its villages and the many towns of Subartu submitted peacefully to (Hammurabi's) authority" (after Stol 1976: 38). In other allusions to Mari (including one in his famous law collection) Hammurabi seemed proud of having moved its population elsewhere to safety, and I think that such notices corroborate a peaceful transfer of power.20 In fact, no human remains were found in the palace; and since, beyond the tags left by Hammurabi's archivists, we have no administrative texts dated either to Hammurabi, or to anyone else who might have succeeded Zimri-Lim, we need to consider that the move out of Mari must have occurred soon after the arrival of the Babylonians. At any rate, it took Hammurabi two years to work out Mari's fate and to empty its treasuries. Saying that he was obeying the orders of his god, Anu, Hammurabi had the city put to the torch. The Babylonians in charge of carrying out the orders apparently found no use for the tablets so painstakingly assembled by their sribes; and they left them all behind. They are all there now and we can reassemble them, as their inner evidence and our own sense of the past dictate. As I end, I imagine you have noticed that I too did not resist filling gaps at either side of Zimri-Lim's life. My excuse is that I am not normally a political historian and therefore do not plot continuity and change, arrest and movement across appreciable stretches of space and time. Yet, for me biography is not just a vehicle for promoting edifying lives or a design for revealing the universal through the particular. Rather, the genre gives also fine opportunity to exhibit a culture, one generation at a time, at a specific moment of the past. In this sense, my account of the search for a beginning and an end to Zimri-Lim's life neither unmasks the failure of our documentary evidence nor exposes our capacity for fanciful reconstructions. I hope, instead, to have offered you a paradigm to test. I am proposing that we are likely to give completion to the lives of figures from antiquity, at least those about whom we care, whether or not there is a dearth or a surfeit of evidence. But the shape these lives will take might depend as much on our perception of the past as on the values we currently hold about human interactions.22
As for Zimri-Lim, I am not sure how he will fare a few years from now. But I remain hopeful that as we continue to dot the historical canvas, it will be possible to pull back a few feet and admire the likeness, not of another page from a historical atlas, but of an oriental Grande Jatte, a Mari kirum where, among the many strollers he had helped to resurrect, will be Zimri-Lim, posed slightly less bemused, no longer as uncertain how he got there or where to head for a graceful exit. This shift in terminology and its implication must have been crystal clear to the people of the time; but it could be confusing to us, leading us to reconstruct false relationships, whether we take the vocabulary to be about kinship or power. In fact, the circumstances under which one was permitted to call another "brother" rather than "father" were controlled by an elaborate protocol, with harsh retaliation for infraction, as demonstrated by the wonderful letters Lafont published recently (1994). In them, the elders of Kurda are blamed (I think as scapegoats) for forcing a king to address Zimri-Lim as a "brother" rather than as a "son." Lafont (forthcoming) has recently studied this convention. It might be added that it seems equally applicable to the world of elite women, when someone like Taris 
